
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INSTRUCTIONS:- 
1.This paper consists of forty five(45) questions in sections A,B,C and D. 
2.Answer all questions.  
3.Cellular phones and verbal or non verbal communications are not allowed in the 

examination room.  
SECTION A:(   30  marks ) 
GRAMMAR  
Choose the words which complete the following sentences by writing the correct 
answer on the answer sheet provided.  
1.Did They_________ to School on foot ?. 
    A. went B. go  C. going D. gone  E. goes 
2.We_________ busy harvesting maize now. 
   A. are  B. were  C. is  D. was  E. will be  
3.Rose_______ to cry at 00:00 am whem she was young.  
     A. use  B. uses  C.  using  D. was used  E. used 
4.My friend _________ send me an invitation letter tomorrow.  
      A. will  B. shall  C. would  D. should   E. can 
5.I ________ already eaten my dinner.  
    A. has  B. have  C. was  D. were  E. are 
6.Miss Clara ____________ driving the school bus for many years.  
   A. have been  B. is being C. was being  D. has been  E. is been 
7.It  often __________  rain in July and August 
   A. don't  B. doesn't  C. do  D. does  E. did 
8.Amina is ________ a story book at this time.  
    A. read  B. reads  C. reading  D. lead  E. leading  
9.He was playing outside when the house __________ fire yesterday.  
    A. caught   B. catch  C. catches  D. catching  E. was caught 
10.Herena __________ to the  market to buy fruits last week.  
       A. went B. go  C. gone  D. was going  E. has been going  
11.My book is the same_____ Anna's book. 
     A. to  B. as  C. as...as  C. with  D. like  E. from  
12.Ng'oma has been a  headteacher _____________ ten years now. 
     A. for  B. since  C. during  D. just for  E. in 
13. The best driver drives very _________ to avoid accident.  
     A.careful B.skillful  C. carefully  D. skillfully  E.carelesslly  
14.This house is owned by Janeth and Jesca.It belongs to_____________. 
     A.hers  B. her  C. they  D. their  E. them 
15.All pupils attended  the class__________Simon. 
        A. accept   B. except   C. expect  D. expert  E. anticipate 

 

 
 
 
16.Asha's  food is too hot______________eat. 
        A. to  B. two  C. too  D. for  D. so 
17.The  weather is______ good that every one can walk without a jacket. 
     A. too  B. very  C. so  D. to  E. for 
18.Bombambili is the_____________ ward of all wards in Songea Municipality.  
     A. large  B. larger  C. more larger  D. most largest  E. largest  
19.Zuhura is good ________________________ mathematics.  
      A. at    B. in    C. on        D. with    E. by 
20.My father spent____________________money to pay my school fees.  
      A. more  B. many  C. a lot of   D. much  E. little  
21.The girls look  _____________two times into the  mirror  before they leave their 
bedrooms.  
      A. them  B. themselves  C. they  D. their   E. theirselves 
22.English language is the ______________subject of all subjects in Primary level. 
    A. easy   B. easier  C. easiest   D. simple   E. more  simple  
23.The robbers entered into the bank_____________the window.  
    A. by   B. though  C.into  D. through  E. over  
24.Mrs.Musa went to the market _____________ buy fruits and vegetables.  
    A. in order to   B. because   C. so that   D. that  E. to 
25.I always feed  my baby ____________ spoon. 
    A. with  B. by    C. and   D. which   E. buy 
26.Maria is  suffering ______________Malaria. 
    A. of   B. from  C. with  D. for  E. of 
29.Dar es Salaam is neither a municipal ______________ a council. 
    A. or   B. and  C. none  D. nor  E. either  
30.This is the place ________________thieves store people's properties.  
     A. which  B. where  C. that  D. in which  E. by which  
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SECTION B: ( 6 marks  ) 
VOCABULARY  
Choose the words which complete the following sentences by writing the correct letter  
31.The plural form of the word "soldier " is___________________. 
A. Soldiers  B. Police  C. Soldier   D. Orders  E.Order  
32.How do you call your Uncle's or Aunt's son? 
A. Niece  B. Nephew  C. Cousin  D. Brother  E.Sister 
33.What is the antonym of the word "purchase "? 
A. buy   B. sell  C. cell  D. by   E. chart 
34.  ____________ is a  person who  decorates and paints pictures . 
A. An artist  B. a drawer   C. a painter  D. an Optimist  E. a nurse 
35.The food which is taken in the morning is called ____________. 
A. brunch  B. lunch C. breakfast  D. branch  E. bunch  
36.Piglet is for the pig where by  "kitten " is for the _______________. 
A.Rabbit  B. Cow  C. Horse  D. Chicken  E. Cat 
 
SECTION  C: ( 4  marks ) 
COMPOSITION  
Below are the four mixed sentences. Arrange them in a meaningful order by giving 
them letters A,B,C and  D  
37.When the results was released Peter  was among the candidates who passed the  
exam. 
38.He phoned his brother who was in South  Africa.  
39. All candidates did the examinations in the same day. 
40.Peter was among  the  candidates . 

 

 
 
 
 
SECTION  D: ( 10 marks ) 
COMPREHENSION  
Read the following passage carefully ,then answer the questions below  
 
Tanzania is the  richiest  country among the East Africa Countries. It has many 
attractive areas for tourists who pay a lot of  dollars when they come to visit 
them.Among these attractive areas are national parks . The biggest national parks 
are Serengeti, Ngorongoro,Mikumi and  Ruaha. Last year we received 100000 
tourists from different parts of the  world .Some of them were from America, Italy, 
Brazil and London.  
 
41.Tanzania received___________ tourists in last year.  
42.Among these tourists were from _________________. 
43.The tourists pay a lot of ____________to our country. 
44.The biggest national parks in Tanzania are _______. 
45.Suggest  the best title for this passage. 
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